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Confusing statements
During the last 10 years changes in discourse
regarding the future development of Berlin and
its internal and external integration have been
frequent. How realistic and serious the research
that has given sustenance to these discourses?.
Having collected these statements documented
1993 (see Fig. 1), I asked the question whether
these statements were

· self-explanatory of the situation of change
or were

· representing psychological barriers against
any kind of change or forward-looking
planning concepts or were

· expressing the hope for transcending the ar-
tificial economic and social environment
that had been preserved until 1990, ham-
pering the city’s ability  to compete with
the rest of the world.

At present, responses  to questions posed re-
garding the Berlin region’s  future development
are still confusing - less because of approach-
ing insecurity, but more because of the unan-
ticipated and (hence) disappointing realities of
economic restructuring and globalisation.

Certainly, future urban planning will become
much more aggressive than it was in the early
1990s,  when planning was guided by a phi-
losophy of  preserving the socio-spatial ecol-
ogies in the western part of Berlin and of
growth orientation in the east . In times of ma-
jor structural changes in economy and demog-
raphy, the dominance of environmental policy
and local independency in decision making is
superseded by an increasing external domi-
nance resulting from  processes of economic
transformation and dependency on external
development factors.

These are the lessons Berlin will have to learn;
lessons other regions have learned in opening
their local environments to outside forces and
thus expanding their networks of interaction.
Disadvantages generated by a loss of local in-
fluence on regional governance will be com-
pensated by a strengthening of the development
capacities of  the region as a whole. Intensi-
fied economic links, inter-firm co-operation
and inter-regional transfers of knowledge can
then substitute the former closed system based
on subsidies.

In the following, I would like to discuss Ber-
lin’s structural situation after the “fall of the
wall” by focusing on two different spatial lev-
els: the inter-urban and the intra-urban. On both
levels I will point out major mistakes made in
the beginning of the last decade and which will
delay Berlin’s adjustment to real conditions of
the economic restructuring process. Pressures
for regional adaptation are being generated by
globalisation, the formation of a unified Eu-
rope, the expansion of cities, and, finally, mod-
ern information and communication technolo-
gies. At present, all these processes tend to lead
to further polarisation within urban and re-
gional hierarchies. There is a continuous gap
between cities and regions capable of partici-
pating in these processes and those that are
largely excluded. Competition for opportunites
to exploit future trends is increasing and cities
and regions are becoming split into those which
are networked more with global partners than
with their direct environments, and those “in-
troverted” areas that tend to lose out (Minx).
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Mistake I: The Misunderstanding
of Global Processes
The first mistake can be seen in the decision to
bet on the continued prosperity of production
sectors that were successful in the the past. In
both parts of the city the secondary sector
clearly made up a large portion of the labour
market and contributed to regional and domi-
nance. Officials ignored that fact that, in mar-
ket terms, industrial output in the East (E) was
based on low-tech and large-scale industries,
low qualification standards, an artificial state
of  full employment, and on products at the end
of their product cycle. The economic output of
the West (W) displayed similar characterstics
with medium tech but small scale industries,
average qualification standards and  high hid-
den unemployment based on subsidies and tax-
reduction. To avoid a high degree of structural
unemployment and in order not to jeopardise
Geman unification in its early stages, it seemed
imperative to restructure the traditional eco-
nomic base. But in politically protected econo-
mies such as those in the eastern and western
parts of Berlin it was hard to accept that job-
turnover, even in successful  businesses,
dropped on the average to only 12 years. The
situation in weak and dependent industries
was, of course, much worse.

The decisive factor in a competitive market is
the level of innovation associated with produc-
tion and products. Loss of time in innovation
processes is irreversible and cannot be com-
pensated in the long-term by price-manipula-
tion, employment cutbacks or tax holidays. The
consequences are obvious: the more time that
passes by the more likely that short-termism
takes hold, seriously impinging upon  regional
integration.

It is precisly this situation that has prevailed in
the Berlin region since unification. The model
depicted in Figure 2 first indicates the state and
dynamic of both W and  E system development.
This model includes a time scale showing dif-
ferent stages of integration of the two systems.
In the W situation the transformation of  the

economy during the 80’s affected not only the
quality of production advantages but also the
locations of production. Old industrialised re-
gions became polarised,  their  peripheries even
more so, while only newer growth poles, and
their peripheries in particular, profited from po-
larisation reversal. The principle of flexible pro-
duction has thus promoted new multilateral re-
gional exchanges that decompose the former
multilevel regional hierarchy.

In the same period the E-situation was charac-
terised by persistant centralisation, creating one
hegemonic core and a functionally disarticu-
lated periphery.

In the E case, the transformation process re-
sulting from political unification initiated a re-
orientation of economic principles towards the
market, a re-distribution of regional responsi-
bility, and a re-organisation of a multi-level
hierarchies. Because of the extensive backlog
in demand for consumption and investment
goods, the same process slowed the western
transformation process and with it a recovery
of the old production advantages, especially in
the North of Germany. This trend would ap-
pear to breathe new life into the old North-
South regional hierarchy. The re-development
of the old growth poles is thus promoted by an
exploitation of East German regions which
have become dependent on foreign control. In-
stead of seizing the opportunity to promote a
new and competitive regional hierarchy, the
East is more or less being “colonialised”.

Problems have been caused by the time con-
straints presented by strategic and expedient
political aspects of the unification agenda.
Short-term concepts have contributed to de-
pendency rather than to to a culture of network-
ing while the development of endogenous bsae
for more dynamic development will require
time. As a result, polarisation will proceed
apace.

So much for the starting point of unification in
relation to further evolutionary processes.
While generous West-East transfers (govern-
mental support, re-distribution of governmen-
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tal institutions, initiation of institutional frame-
works, and setting up high-tech communica-
tion and transportation networks) continue op-
erating, dissatisfaction has increased in the now
dependent Eastern peripheries. These regions
face long-term unemployment, social discrimi-
nation, on-going  de-industrialisation, indeed
an entire set of negative conditions that leave
many job-seekers little option than either to
leave or remain as welfare recipients. Ironically,
the dissolution of former value systems and of
household structures express themselves in po-
litical pressure which is mainly compensated
by increases in subsidies. The effect, however,
is that the imbalance between labour costs,
standards of living, productivity and competi-
tiveness increases as well.

The scenarios for further development will de-
pend very much on the time-frames within
which these imbalances can be eliminated.

Let us discuss different types of development
tempi and their potential structural outcomes:

· In the E-System, high speed and high in-
tensity development would create state of
the art technologies and chances for  net-
work development via polarisation  reversal
but also a loss of regional identity. Inves-
tors from outside would realise “pioneer”
profits and replace regional elites.

· Low speed and moderate development in
the E-system, by contrast, would allow en-
dogenous potentials to develop, but with an
increase in interregional disparities. East-
ern regions, their core and peripheries,
wouldthus suffer double polarisation and re-
main subordinate in an increasingly hierar-
chical organisation.

· The interdependent effects within the W-
system would not cause the same range of
results. Low speed and moderate develop-
ment in the E stabilizes the old and new
growth poles in the W-system. The urban
network of multilateral regional exchange
continues to develop.

· High speed and intensive development in
the E can turn become inverted by shifting
some gravity potential from W to E. This
scenario will not change the general pat-
tern of urban system organisation in the W,
but it might reduce the competitive poten-
tial of the new growth poles located in the
S in the European and global context. In
the same way, it also might reduce the po-
tential of the old cores to restructure and
enhance competitiveness.

Unfortunately, the worst possible variant of
these scenarios has in fact happened in the case
of the Five New Länder and Berlin (Fig.3). As
is shown in the next figure, the trading focus
of Berlin, Brandenburg and of Eastern Ger-
many in general  is clearly westward – within
the European Union, Asia and USA. The com-
mercial networks are still weak in Central and
Eastern Europe – despite hopes of serving the
Eastern market. Almost all of the conditions
necessary for Berlin-Brandenburg to promote
itself  as an interregional and international
nexus of economic activity are thus missing
(Kujath). Only 11.5 % of  Berlin’s exports and
12.6% of its imports are destined for Eastern
Europe and the per capita export volume with
regard to Eastern Europe is much lower than
the German national average. This means that
East-West trade bypasses the Berlin region. The
main networks are linked to the principal in-
dustrial centres of Western Europe.

The main reason for this is that the regional
basis for East-West inter-sectoral trade is lack-
ing in competitive advantage. Both the low-
level trade infrastructure and the general eco-
nomic weakness expressed by low value-added
production and high unemployment rates do
not indicate that Berlin can rescue itself from
external domination. Despite considerable po-
tential in R&D, fifty years of isolation have
caused Berlin to lose much of its its entrepre-
neurial and technological dynamics as well as
its ability to improve its knowledge base and
to attract foreign investment and economic
control centres. To reach at least a level of for-
eign direct investment as high as that of the
Rhine-Main region around Frankfurt,
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Düsseldorf or Hamburg, about three times
higher than at present, Berlin will require time
to establish similar international connections.
But to compete at the same level with London
or Paris is an illusion supported only by politi-
cal wishful thinking.

Because externally (i.e. western) dominated
firm subsidiaries are the principle foundation
of the Berlin-Brandenburg economy,  national
and multinational enterprises, rather the region
itself, are the main source of capital and know-
how. These companies are not embedded in
regional networks in terms of input and output
factors; they remain foreign bodies within the
regional economy and generte few multiplier
effects. However, these firms are to a large
extent competitive as well as knowledge, tech-
nology and capital intensive; structurally and
functionally they remain in sharp contrast to
the marginalized traditional economy and to
the fragile nascent endogenous sector. While
the transplants operate transregionally, the lat-
ter serve only local markets. This dual economy
is not dissimilar to the situation found in de-
veloping countries.

Only a few industrial clusters based on research
and professional services such as transporta-
tion-, medical-, bio-, communication-technol-
ogy or multimedia have developed internation-
ally competitive structures. However, this
development is overshadowed by the process
of out-migration of industries which is expected
to amount to about two-thirds of the existing
total. In 1999 alone Berlin lost about 25.000
jobs in this way. It is hoped that job-creation
will reach levels that compensate for these
losses. In fact, Berlin is following the same path
of restructuring which began in Western Ger-
many at least 15 years earlier. Cities such as
Hamburg, Munich or Cologne are far ahead in
all growth-relevant service sectors. Even Leip-
zig and Dresden show structural advantages
compared to Berlin in this respect.

Conditions for regional economic development
in Berlin have greatly improved over the last
few years thanks to large transfer payments for

the development of all kinds of infrastructure.
However, it appears that the creation of genu-
ine competitive advantages, such as in the form
of firms co-operating and competing within an
endogenously driven industrial cluster, cannot
be achieved simply by improvements in infra-
structure and transfers (Kujath). Cook and
Morgan describe the key elements of the “net-
working region” as a thick layering of public
and private industrial support institutions, high
grade labour market intelligence, rapid diffu-
sion of technologies, a high degree of inter-
firm networking, and receptive firms positively
disposed towards innovation.

Mistake II: Berlin’s Design as a
Production Space
As pointed out, the first mistake in managing
the development of  post-unificiation Berlin
was based on the misunderstanding of chang-
ing general conditions affecting economic
growth: i.e. time frames and networking at the
regional level.

The second mistake, to be elaborated below,
has to do with a misunderstanding of shifting
general conditions governing economic and
social organisation at the local level. Up to re-
cent years, Berlin officials conceived the ur-
ban area of the metropolitan region in terms of
a space for production in which not only
agglomerations of enterprise-related services
but also various local clusters of traditional
industry und cultural production (media, en-
tertainment) would accumulate. Depending on
the observer’s point of view, this structure can
be interpreted either in terms of Berlin’s rela-
tive backwardness compared to other metro-
politan cities or as an asset, as a specific fea-
ture of the so-called Berlin mix in which the
planning concepts of poly-centralisation and
neighbourhood culture are reflected.

Upon closer scrutiny, it becomes clear that
Berlin has not been particularly successful in
developing a local economy with internal co-
herence and innovative capacity. Nor has the
city been able to nurture high quality co-op-
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erative relationships with regional, national and
global partners. As a consequence, the city has
not been able to fulfil expectations of economic
development despite its  reinstatement as na-
tional capital and hopes of a renaisscane as an
important  production location. On the contrary,
the main tendency emerging from Berlin’s re-
structuring is social polarisation. The hope for
a position in the global concert was and remains
far too optimistic as processes of globalisation
had shaped new urban hierarchies at least 10
years before unification in 1990. The role of
capital city appears to attract only corporate
divisions and secondary directional centres. In
the meantime, political power is gradually shift-
ing to Brussels and the European Union. Within
this context, Berlin’s present development can
be characterised as structural adjustment to-
wards a service metropolis (i.e. professional
services) similar to the structure of the leading
German and European metropolitan regions.

When analysing the economic profile of Ber-
lin we can ascertain that core sectors of urban
regional economies account for only 33% of
Berlin’s total employment (Fig. 4). Employ-
ment change in these sectors, such as finance,
professional services, cultural products, R&D-
intensive industries and some traditional manu-
facturing sectors, shows an overall negative
trend except for professional services. How-
ever, in Berlin’s case this sector reflects a large
backlog demand compared to other leading
German cities. The two industrial sectors  each
lost more than 20% in terms of employment in
just three years between 1993 and 1996. This
trend can be better understood when compared
with overall developments in Germany. This
is shown in Figure 5. Shift-share analysis re-
veals a negative regional component for virtu-
ally all the sub-sectors of Berlin’s economy.
This means that Berlin has fallen well behind
in terms of the potential increases in employ-
ment. The comparatively favourable develop-
ment in the professional services in Germany
as a whole cannot compensate for job losses in
the other defining sectors. This general nega-
tive trend in the core sectors matches the nega-
tive regional component in the professional

service sector.

When comparing Berlin with its national com-
petitors we find – based on location quotients
– that Berlin is far behind in the development
of these core sectors and, unfortunately, lead-
ing in all innovation-poor sectors, especially
in public services and construction. The main
structural problem is that there is no coherence
between the production sector and professional
services and therefore no multiplier effects.
Indeed, there is no real evidence as to how
much real progress is being made in network-
ing in terms of developing an innovative re-
gional economy, especially in the link-up of
research and production and the formation of
regional clusters.

The existence of regional clusters of economic
sectors is an expression of how close firms are
interlinked and able to exploit local agglom-
eration advantages (Fig. 5). Spatial concentra-
tion and sectoral agglomeration data shown in
the second and third column of Figure 5 indi-
cate a  maximium for the financial sector, where
85% of all institutions are concentrated in the
inner core. The cultural products sector follows
in degree of spatial concentration with an ag-
glomeration precentage of  67%. Quite similar
are figures for professional services. Somewhat
less concentrated, but still with a high degree
of agglomeration, are the two industrial sec-
tors. Altogether, the Berlin inner urban core is
still a major production space, although this will
certainly change as  pressure to re-locate to
suburban areas intensifies.

Economic polarisation caused by structural
change  is also reflected in Berlin’s social
makeup (Fig. 6). The mistake of placing high
urban development stakes on a “renaissance”
of traditional industries is thus repeated by
planning practices that attempt to recreate clas-
sical socio-economic patterns. This is demon-
strated by the the ring-radial pattern shown in
Figure 7 below. At present, under the stress of
polarisation, cities tend to fragment into inde-
pendent islands of socially specialised groups.
This process is based on flexible accumulation
which creates new locational patterns and re-
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gional interactions. New urban hierarchies
emerge with transformed internal economic
structures; polycentric regions are created while
the ring-radial pattern dissolves into smaller
specialised fragments. This is shown by the
green areas in Figure 7.

Cities embedded in the global system tend to
develop dualised structures, with the “global”
village forming the new core, and the “local”
village representing sub-areas with different
degrees of specialisation. The interactions be-
tween these areas  are sometimes more intense
than those that characterised relationships be-
tween the former core and its sub-centres.
Zones of gentrification and ghettoisation reflect
the interface between the new core, based on
global functions, and sub-cores containing dis-
persed local functions. In this way, as the sub-
cores become specialised, highly segregated
social groups and new household types come
to terms with these new cores. Within the dual
city pattern, the formerly suburban zones re-
ceive a partial local centrality while former core
areas tend to slip structurally into the vast new
urban periphery.

If we relate this restructuring process to  mi-
gration patterns in Berlin after unification, we
can anticipate a superimposition of at least four
different migration processes, each resulting in
a different spatial pattern (Fig. 8). The first two
processes belong to the changes within the lo-
cal level while the other two represent the in-
fluence of the global scale. In the following, I
will focus only on two types of migration proc-
esses: these relate to the integration (or merger)
of the two former independent economic sys-
tems (green lines),  the new urbanism (red line)
and therefore also to displacements (blue line).
These hypotheses assume that other migration
flows in the E-W integration process will not
be of significance.

· In the first case, that of  merger,  we antici-
pate a leap-frogging pattern of flows be-
tween E / W subsystems and their associ-
ated hinterlands. The related spatial pattern
depends either on the existing socio-eco-
logical pattern in the West or on the future
housing market potential which is redevel-
oped in the East. The reason for this hy-
pothesis lies in the re-establishment of the
core areas and their specialised functions
and in the new integration of the former
suburban zones into the migration system.

· In the second case - the new urbanism and
displacement - we anticipate a new inter-
nal order of spatially fragmented global and
local villages. The islands of gentrification
are particularly significant in displacing the
former zone of transition towards the new
urban periphery and segregating people into
various marginalized groups. The top
groups originate from global in-migrants
and local elites  and tend to concentrate
within either the gentrified zones or the tra-
ditional upper-income sector in the SW of
Berlin. The “bottom” groups are ghettoised
in the ecliptic zones within the polycentric
structure of the quartered city.

To what extent does the emprical evidence back
up these hypothetical assumptions?

Empirical Evidence
The first diagram indicates population dynam-
ics ; we see a slight increase for the year 1995
and a decrease in following years (Fig. 8). This
loss of population has increased the flexibility
of the migratory system within the city. Con-
sequently, the internal migration volume has
increased as well. While the overall migration
volume for the first three years under investi-
gation was below average (shown in the lower
half of figure 8), the inter-district migration
volume for the last four years is above aver-
age, i.e. the adjustment process between E and
W started with some delay.

The next step in the analysis is based on the
function of distance. In theory, distance has a
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negative impact on the propensity to migrate
(Fig. 9). The map shows the related pattern of
districts. Distance acts as a stronger migration
deterrent for affluent districts such as those in
the SW of  Berlin. People in the E tend to mi-
grate further distances (mainly red colours)
than people in the West (mainly blue colours).
This reflects spatial adjustments of higher in-
come groups from the E and is thus in step with
the new urbanism. However, there is a marked
edge effect. People at the outer districts tend
to migrate further distances than people in the
centre of the city. This reflects leap-frogging
to new gentrified areas.

How strong the merger between W and E dis-
tricts has developed during the 90’s is shown
in the next series of maps (Fig. 10). Assuming
classical socio-economic patterns are valid in
characterising urban space, intra-urban migra-
tions should follow the traditional social con-
tinuum from the centre to the periphery. In this
case we can analyse residual spatial patterns
within the sectoral radial links based on a logi-
cal model. The maps display the spatial distri-
bution of the residuals and show with the red
colours positive average residuals which
underexaggerate the actual flows. At the same
time, the negative residuals (blue colours)
overexaggerate real migration flows.

In 1991, there were only slight positive and
negative residuals linking the E and W districts.
This means that the model fits well to the real
interdistrict migration flows and – because of
the radial cut between the two former systems
– the social barriers prevent an invasion from
E to W and vice versa. Only for the district of
Wedding, located North of the centre, do we
find a darker colour  indicating some social
interaction between E and W. Dark colours are
only found within the W and E system, not
between the systems. Overprediction charac-
terised both core areas and under-prediction
increased towards the periphery. Thus, no E-
W migration was anticipated by the model, an
assumption supported by analysis.

By 1997 the whole system had stabilised in the

W and was neaer stabilisation between E and
W. Within the E system there are still major
adjustments as yet to be considered theoreti-
cally (Fig. 11).

Comparing the two development stages (1991
and 1997), the results indicate a strong re-struc-
turing of the core area, a process of stabilisation
within the W radial pattern, a  more long-term
emergence  of equivalent patterns in the East
because of the re-introduction of true housing
markets, and few  links between E and W. This
last result will now be tested in the analysis
below.

If people in the E and W have the same pro-
pensity to migrate either to the W or to the E,
as well as within each sub-system, then all spa-
tial subsystem parameters would not differ sig-
nificantly from zero (Fig. 12). The estimates
indicate, however, that people in the W are
more mobile than in the E. By contrast, the in-
teraction levels across the E-W-boundaries are
below expectation. Again, people in the E are
less likely to move to the W than  the other
way around. These estimates clearly indicate
that there is still a psychological barrier in the
minds of “Easterners” and “Westerners” to
cross the former wall.

However, the gap between E and W with re-
spect to interaction within and across subsys-
tem boundaries is narrowing over time, a trend
indicated in  the lower half of the OH. There is
a trend towards a steady-state, except for the
decreasing interaction within the Western sub-
system. This can be related to the new nucleus
of the global village.

The results in the local level clearly show that
the expectations and the chances of an E-W-
merger are very limited. The same structure
holds for the E and W sub-systems because of
ongoing poly-centralisation and fragmentation
within the radial pattern. In this respect, on the
micro-scale, planning operated as if  Berlin
were still in a period of high consumption, with
the central market in full control of its surround-
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ings. To reduce the W-E disparities the result
can not be found in back and forth migration.
The result can only be seen in the opening of
the walls in the hearts and minds of the popu-
lation, including politicians, investors, or visi-
tors. The gap between political goals and real-
ity looks  still as a deep valley which can only
be traversed when trust develops on both sides.

A simulation of the future development of Ber-
lin as to the six key factors economy, society,
politics, land use, infrastructure, and environ-
ment indicates the present stage in development
(yellow colour): while five of the six factors
are balanced out in harmony to each other, the
general economy remains in a deep depression
(Fig. 13).

· This will change in a first future stage, in-
dicated by the solid line. The economy
based on an improved level of infrastruc-
ture will grow when the influence of poli-
tics shrinks by deregulation, and when so-
cial polarisation and environmental issues
are temporarily de-emphaised in decision-
making.

· The next stage in the scenario development
is indicated by the dotted line. With ongo-
ing economic growth society becomes
strongly fragmented in terms of the inco-
herent  spatial and social patterns. Political
influence on development wanes while the
direct access to infrastructure is reserved
only for the global winners.

Conclusion: the Learning Effect
What can we learn from Berlin’s story? We
need to discuss the long-term effects of deci-
sion making processes and to have in mind that
decisions are based on yesterdays structures
and experiences, are made to day and show
their consequences tomorrow. But changes and
adjustment are not possible without learning
from experience and bridging dividing barri-
ers. More specific:

· Time plays an important role in shaping ad-
justment processes.
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Fig. 1

Source: © G. Braun, 2000

Berlin’s Situation in the view of
Statements (1993)

Diepgen, E. September and October are the
month of fate for future development

SONY We aren’t willing to invest into a
province capital

DEBIS If we don’t act, who else?

Kupsch (Broker) Up to now: nothing has taken place
what could change Berlin into a na-
tional or international centre of Serv-
ices.

Sinatra, F. Persons who have been successful
in New York or Berlin will be suc-
cessful every where.

Colany, L. Berlin is the most brainless city of
the world after the brain drain from
1933 onwards.

Witt,K. Berlin needs a Vision like Olympia

Becker, B. Berlin’s population needs time to
recover.
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Fig. 2

Source: © G. Braun, 2000
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Fig. 3

Source: © G. Braun, 2000
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Fig. 4

Source: © G. Braun, 2000

 
 

Berlin’ s Import and Export in 1998 
in Million DM 

 
 
 

 Import 
1998 

Change 
1997/98 

in % 

Export 
1998 

Change 
1997/98 

in % 
Total 9.746 +18.6 13.802 +2.9 
EU 3.798 -3.7 6238 +17.3 

France 631 -24.7 1077 -1.4 
GB 570 -9.1 1069 +25.9 
Italy 595 +2.0 955 +35.1 

Poland 728 +18.2 530 +12.0 
Russia 136 n.r. 550 -21.6 
Czechia 266 +51.9 255 +1.6 
Hungary 98 +3.2 256 +16.7 

Asia 908 -3.7 2270 -21.5 
ASEAN 251 -11.9 493 -29.4 
Japan 246 +9.0 580 -6.2 
China 211 -2.2 273 +10.1 

NAFTA 2472 +123.7 979 +10.5 
USA 2440 +134.7 783 +8.6 
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Fig. 5

Source: ©  G. Braun, 2000

Shift Analysis of Berlin's Regional Economic 
Development 1993-1996
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Fig. 6

 Rates of spatial concentration in the 
profile shaping economic sectors  

of Berlin (1997) 
 
 
 

 Spatial 
concentration 

Agglomeratio
n Rate in % 

Number of 
Firms 

 
Finance 
Sector  

 
7.3 

 
85  

 
279 

 
Professional 

Services 

 
19.0 

 
61 

 
1667 

R&D-
intensive 
Industries 

 
27.0 

 
43 

 
867 

 
Traditional 
Industries 

 
34 

 
31 

 
450 

Cultural 
Products 
Sector 

 
16 

 
67 

 
1731 

 
Source:   Krätke, St.  (1998, p .127) 
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Fig. 7

Source: © G. Braun, 2000
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Fig. 8

Source: © G. Braun, 2000
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Fig. 9a

Source: © G. Braun, M. Tiefelsdorf 1998

Population dynamics in Berlin 1991 to 1998

Fig. 9b Volume of Interdistrict Migration
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Fig. 10

Source: © G. Braun, M. Tiefelsdorf 1998
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Fig. 11a

Fig. 11b

Source: © G. Braun, M. Tiefelsdorf 1998

Interdistrict Migration 1991

Interdistrict Migration 1992
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Fig. 11c

Source: © G. Braun, M. Tiefelsdorf 1998

Interdistrict Migration 1997
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Fig. 12a

Source: © G. Braun, M. Tiefelsdorf 1998

Spartial Sub-Systems

Fig. 12b
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Fig. 13

Source: © S. Carsten, Diplomarbeit 1999
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Fig. 14

Source: © G. Braun, 2000

••••• Time plays an important role in the
process of adjustment

••••• Politics should concentrate more the
search for vertical and horizontal multi-
plier effects based on inter-linkages
and co-operation than on regulation

••••• Only marked proved economies shape
competitive regions. Inter-linked or
bridged regions should function via a
common marketing strategy instead of
a permanent tearing to pieces of what
is common

Conclusion
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